
Interior Design Supplies List

1. Architectural Scale ruler - imperial or metric

2. Tracing paper roll

3. Sketch pad - A4 \ letter size. Paper can be of any quality as long as its white & blank.
You can use regular printing paper. Sketch pad makes it easier to have all initial sketches at 

one place.

4. Pen and notebook for taking notes

5. At least one triangle ruler, preferably 30-60-90 degrees. You can use a simple one, available at 
any office\school supplies store.

6. Pencils: lead types: 4B, HB, 2H - You can acquire a mechanical pencil with 2mm lead, you can 
use one and switch leads when needed or purchase a mechanical pencil with 2H lead and 

regular pencils with HB and 4B leads.

7. 5 meters or 25 feet tape measure (builders tape)

8. Color pencils- prismacolor is a popular brand (12-36 coloured pencils in basic colours are 
enough to start with)

9. Warm and cool grey markers in a few shades (lower numbers like 5, 10, 20 that can be layered 
to produce darker shades) and a set of colored markers (6-10) (popular brands are: Copic,US 

Prismacolor and Touch.)

10. X-acto knife or utility knife with 30 degree angle blade

11. One large piece of foam core - 3\16" or 5mm thick and 20"X30" (A1) size.

12. School glue \ multi-purpose glue (liquid) small size bottle.

13. Metal ruler (stainless steel, simple kind 18” or 50cm long)

14. Camera or phone that takes pics

15. Scanner to digitize your sketches, this can also be done in a copy shop.

Optional:

15. Drafting dots or masking tape (any kind would work - no necessity to buy drafting dots on
purpose) - best type is scotch magic tape or any matching product (matte finish)

16. Circle template - you could use a compass instead.

17. Highly recommended book:  The Interior Design Reference + Specification Book - 
everything Interior Designers Need to Know Everyday Authors: Chris Grimley + Mimi
Love

Please note that these supplies will be useful after the course completion 
when you work in the field.  
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